The Results Are In:

How Device Magic
Mobile Forms are
Helping Businesses

Customers share how they’re using mobile forms and the benefit to their organizations.

Customers found it easy to get started with Device Magic.
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Over 75% said Device Magic mobile forms was easy or very easy to get started with.

54%

62%

of customers value
customizable PDF’s
the most.

52%

of customers ﬁnd
oﬄine access the
most valuable feature.

of customers love
the variety of integrations
Device Magic oﬀers.

The beneﬁts of using Device Magic.
71%

Gain access to accurate data sooner

67%

Save administrator hours

63%

Lower operations costs

48%

Save field worker hours
Improve data accuracy

30%

Mobile forms usage is increasing.

60%

of businesses use 10
or more mobile forms
regularly.

78%

of businesses plan to
use mobile forms
more in the next year.

Why our customers chose Device Magic’s mobile forms.
“Device Magic helped us to reduce a lot of paperwork. Instead
of our employees carrying 5-7 diﬀerent paper forms around
they use their phones. It also gives oﬃce staﬀ immediate
responses, which means we can work at our own pace and not
wait for the forms to be mailed in from our diﬀerent locations.”

“We tried numerous other solutions before Device Magic. Yours
was the most user friendly and the functions are ideal for what
we require.”

“I picked Device Magic because of the oﬄine feature and the
ability to save photos. We've found more and more ways to
integrate the tool into our processes and it is now a big part of
our daily routines.”

“There's a reason I like Device Magic so much; it just always
works. For any issue that I've ever had there's always a lot of
attention. If you have any questions, in ﬁve minutes someone is
chatting to you helping you ﬁx it. For me, that was really very
positive.”

What Are Mobile Forms?

